BACK WHERE WE BELONG
VERSE
tell me why people die when they try to live in peace
crossing oceans longing for the promisland
i wanna know if it's right to kill too fulfill our needs
we're building castles in the sand
CHORUS
let's go back
back where we belong
sourrounded by the beauty help me come and sing along
oooohh
now we're moving on
a feeling that has never been so strong
VERSE
a world full of hate
tell me
why the hell we hesitate
when the truth is crystal clear
it's not to late
don't be afraid
i know your mind is filled with fear

SHUT YOUR MOUTH
VERSE
i'm on the run follow the sun
don't have to worry nothing can go wrong
don't have the time for your fucked up mind
i push the
pedal down and leave it all behind
CHORUS
oooooh
shut your mouth bitch
oooooh
don't stand in my way
oooooh
i don't need you
gimme one reason to stay
VERSE
your sex has driven me insane your body made me sweat i felt the blood in my veins
man i can't forget
i've never had someone like you but then i realised
behind those fucking eyes of blue there was a devil in disguise
RAP
why the hell was i too blind.
it was crystal clear but i didn't see the sign.
you brought shame on me put the blame on me.
it was nothing but a fucking game that you played with me.
now i wanna run away you make sick with every word you say.
it's about time there's no going back.
there's no space for two on this oneway track.

ILLUSIONS
VERSE
nowhere to run nowhere to hide
try to sleep but my eyes are open wide
so lost inside
the demons creeping through my head
skin is cold feels like i'm dead
i know
i can't win this fight
CHORUS
show me the way back to my soul
i don't have the strength to let things go
carry me home to the place where i belong
i wanna be like i was before
you have the key to open my door
no time to lose i can‘t take this anymore
VERSE
the reaper knocking on my door
what the hell am i waiting for
but there's
no escape
full of doubts controlled by feari need to get away from here
before it's to late

ON YOUR SIDE
VERSE
when the demons try to hunt you and faith begins to fade
when the ground starts shaking when it feels like you go astray
when the weight of your shoulders brings you too your knees
when the air is getting colder therse a lightwave in the breeze
PRE
i will be there
taking care of you
with arms wide open
you just have to call
CHORUS
i will stand by you
i'm on your side
and i will help you through
your darkest nights
i can show you how to rise
love is here open your eyes
you know
i'm on your side
VERSE
is it black is it white is it wrong is it right
and you don't know wich way to go
i am here to help you out i'll never let you go
when the loneliness is calling and the walls you've build inside
seems to crashing down on you when therse nothing left to hide
BRIDGE
i'm here for you you just have to call
i can feel you i will tear down your walls

MY PURPOSE
VERSE
i know it hurts
to live
a life like this
seems the road will never end
always ready
to give
all i have to give
i know it's hard for you to comprehend
PRECHORUS
i push my self
day by day
i know the price i have to pay
CHORUS
every risk
every step
every drop of sweat
leads me to
the place where i belong
the passion
the love
ready to fight
cause the time is right
nothing can go wrong
VERSE
the finger's
on the trigger
i'm ready to explode
this is all i'm living for
i will fight for
my purpose
i reach out for the stars
my will to win opens any door
BRIDGE ( RAP PART )
i push my
feet to the ground hold my head up high
full speed ahead on the way to the sky
i have the
power to win i feel it deep down iside
nothing can stop me i'm ready to fight

KARMA
VERSE
sick and tired of all the games they play
i don't believe in all the things they say
pictures covered with the shades of war
days of light are gone forevermore
PRE
humanity has fallen
we're about to crawling
they will hold us down
i can't understand why
we feed the rich while the poor man die
the truth will come to light
CHORUS
what they give is what they get KARMA
bad decisions they will regret KARMA
toss and turn inside the bed KARMA
the choice is made, the end is set.
VERSE/RAP
ashes to ashes and dust to dust
we don't need hope if we know we can trust
there's a reason for every decision we make
we should be thankfull for everyday and every breath we take
we should make a decision, we need a vision, cause we got ambition, listen to our intuition
without inhibition
we have the tools to break the rules
we should not put our future
in the hands of fools
BRIDGE
they try to control everything that we do
fuck that shit you know i'm not a fool
the higher they fly the harder they fall
we are the future we will stand tall
we have to stay focused not go stray
love is the answer and faith is the way
this is the moment this is our time
we raise our voice and shine

LEGACY
VERSE
now it feels so wrong after i've gone
but i don't wanna stand in your way
not another day
so tell me what should i say
Oh i take the blame
i take the blame
CHORUS
standing here and waiting
i feel the lights are fading
the rain falls down on me
it has to be so
painful and demanding
beyond our understanding
your my legacy
VERSE
so i must confess
there's no going back
to this world in which we were living
i have to let you go
i can understand
tell me is this the plan

HOME
VERSE
when the grass is getting greener
and the road seems to end
when you can feel the beat of your heart again
when the walls have fallen
and the shadows disappear
when love is calling
and the view is getting clearer
CHORUS
ohhhh
feels like
home
cause i know
this is the place where i belong
ohhhh
i don’t need to
go
cause i know this is the place where i can grow
VERSE
oh i never felt this way
the time has come
i need to stay
i’m done with the past
all my bills are paid
i’m ready to be what i wanna be
now i can feel it inside of me
time to give up
time to let go

